The theory of (commutative) formal groups was initiated by M. Lazard and J. Dieudonne around 1954. Lazard [11], [12] In this paper we first construct a certain general family of commutative formal groups of arbitrary dimension over a -adic integer ring. Over the ring W(k) of Witt vectors over a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, this exhausts all the commutative formal groups.
On the theory of commutative formal groups By Taira HONDA (Received Nov. 10, 1969) The theory of (commutative) formal groups was initiated by M. Lazard and J. Dieudonne around 1954. Lazard [11] , [12] studied commutative formal groups over an arbitrary commutative ring by treating the coefficients of power series explicitly.
Whereas Dieudonne investigated formal groups over a field of characteristic p > 0 exclusively. He reduced in [4] the study of commutative formal groups over a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 to that of modules over a certain non-commutative ring, so-called Dieudonne modules, and obtained in [5] a complete classification of isogeny classes of commutative formal groups over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Later Manin [16] studied isomorphism classes of simple formal groups.
The study of.one-dimensional formal groups over p-adic integer rings was begun by Lubin [13] and a number of interesting results were obtained by him and Tate.
In this paper we first construct a certain general family of commutative formal groups of arbitrary dimension over a -adic integer ring. Over the ring W(k) of Witt vectors over a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, this exhausts all the commutative formal groups.
These are attached to a certain type of matrices with elements in the ring W(k)d [[T ] ] of non-commutative power series, where 6 is the Frobenius of W(k), and homomorphisms of these formal groups are described in terms of matrices over W(k)~ [[T ] ]. By reducing the coefficients of formal groups over W(k) mod p W(k) we get formal groups over k. It is shown that all the commutative formal groups over k are obtained in this manner.
Moreover homomorphisms of commutative formal groups over k are also described in terms of W(k)~ [[T ] ]-modules by lifting these homomorphisms to power series over W(k). Thus we get the main results of Dieudonne [4] again by the method quite different from his. In [4] he used tools peculiar to characteristic p> 0 and his construction of formal groups was indirect, whereas in our method the relation between formal groups over W(k) and those over k is transparent and the construction of formal groups is explicit and elementary.
We now explain briefly how to construct commutative formal groups over W (k) f -1(f (x)+ f (y)). Then F is a formal group over W(k). In some special case this fact can be proved by using the basic lemma of ). In general case we have to adopt another idea. Any formal group over W(k) is isomorphic to one obtained in this manner. Let v be another element of W(k)6 [[T ] ] of the form mentioned above and let g(x) and G(x, y) be the corresponding power series and the formal group, respectively. It is known that any homomorphism of F to G is of the form g-1(c f (x)) with c W(k). We assert that g~1(c f (x)) is in reality a homomorphism over W(k), if and only if there is t E W(k)Q [[T ] ] such that vc= tu. All these results will be generalized and proved for an arbitrary dimension and for more general coefficient rings of characteristic 0 with discrete valuation.
Our results can be applied to construct and characterize formal groups over Z corresponding to a certain type of Dirichlet series with matrix coefficients, thus generalizing the results of the last half of our previous paper [10] . In particular we get an interesting interpretation of the Dirichlet series obtained from a representation of Hecke operators in the space of cusp forms of dimension --2 with respect to a congruence unit group T'N of a maximal order of an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q (Shimura [19] ). There is an intimate connection between this Dirichlet series and a formal completion of the Jacobian JN. § 1. Invariant differential forms on a formal group.
1.1. Let S be a ring. We denote by Sm the module consisting of all the column vectors of dimension m with components in S and by Mm(S) the full matrix ring of order m with elements in S. Im denotes the indentity matrix of order m. For a = t(a 1, ... , am) S m we write av for t(ai, ... , am).
Let R be a commutative ring with the identity. Let x be the set of n variables x,, ••• , xn. We denote by R [[x] ] the ring of formal power series on x1, ... , xn. For basic properties of R [[x] ] we refer to Bourbaki [3] . We shall often regard x as the column vector t(x1, ••• , xn) in R [[x] ]n.
Let f and g be power series in R [[x] ]. We shall say that f is congruent to g modulo degree r, f -g mod deg r, if f and g differ only in terms of total degree >_ r. Let I be a submodule of R. f is said to be congruent to g modulo 1, f -g mod I, if all the coefficients of f -g belong to I. We shall write f = g mod deg r, mod I, if there are co, c E R [[x] ] such that f -g = So+cb, co ` 0 mod deg r and 0 mod I. These definitions extend to R We adopt the classical definition of formal group. DEFINITION. Let x and y be sets (or vectors) of n variables. An ndimensional formal group over R is an element F(x, y) of R[[x, yIj satisfying:
If F satisfies F(x, y) = F(y, x) moreover, F is said to be commutative. It follows from (i) that there is a unique iF(
shows that F(x, 0) = x and F(0, y) =y.
DEFINITION. Let F and G be formal groups over R, of dimension n and m, respectively. An element cc of R[[x]I, where x = t(x1, ... , xn), is said to be a homomorphism of F to G, if cc satisfies cc o F = G o cc, where (G o c)(x, y) stands for G(cp(x), cc()). If m = n and cc is invertible, cc-1 is also a homomorphism of G to F. Such cc is called an isomorphism and G is said to be (weakly) isomorphic to F, cc : FAG over R. If there is an isomorphism cc of F to G such that cc(x) = x mod deg 2, we shall say that G is strongly isomorphic to F and write cc: F~ G over R.
If G is commutative, the set HomR (F, G) of all homomorphisms of F to G over R forms a module by defining (cc1+cc2)(x) = G(cc1(x), cc2(x)) for T 1, cc2 E HomR (F, G). In particular EndR G(= HomR (G, G)) becomes a ring by defining the multiplication by composition of functions.
1.2. Let A=R [[x] ] be as in 1.1. We denote by ~(A; R) the space of derivations of A over R. It is a free left A-module with a base D1, ... , Dn, where Di =a/axi (cf. [3] ). Denote by *(A; R) the dual A-module of (A; R), the space of differentials of A over R. For f A the map DHDf of ~(A; R) into A defines a differential, which we denote by d f. A differential of this form is called exact. It is well-known that dx = t(dxl, ... , dxn) is an A-base n of *(A; R) and df = (D2 f )dxi for any f n A. is a differential in C*(A ; R). We denote it by ~o*(w). cp* is an R-homomorphism of *(B ; R) into *(A ; R). Let F be an n-dimensional formal group over R. Introducing a new set t _ (t1, ... , t7) of variables we may consider that F is also defined over Rt =R [[t] ].
DEFINITION. The right translation
T~ on F is an element of Rt [[x] ]''~ defined by T(x) = F(x, t). A differential w in *(A; R) is said to be a right invariant differential on F if T(w) =w.
We denote by *(F; R) the space consisting of all right invariant differentials on F. As in the case of a Lie group or an algebraic group, we have: PROPOSITION 1.1. If F is an n-dimensional formal group over R, ¶*(F; R) is a free R-module o f rank n. More precisely, (cb (z)) denoting the inverse n matrix o f ((a/ax,)Fi(0, z)), we have ~1'i f 0) = a~, and wi = ~ ~1iti j(x)dxj (1 _< i _< n) j=1 form an R-basis of *(F; R). Moreover the base {w1, ••• , w,} is characterized by these two properties.
PROOF. Differentiating Fi(u, F(v, w)) = F. (F(u, v) , w) relative to u,, we get
or by matrix notation
Now a differential w = J cb1(x)dxi in *(A; R) is right invariant on F, if and
This shows wi, • • , wn E ¶*(F ; R) by (1.2) . On the other hand we get from
which implies that, if w *(F; R), w = 0 SG(0) = 0 for 1 _< i < n. Therefore the map : wHt(~b1(0), ••• , cb (0)) defines an R-isomorphism of *(F; R) into Rn. Since the P(w1) (1 _< i < n) are the unit vectors of Rn, the map P is surjective and {w1, •• , wn} is a base of `~*(F; R).
We shall call this {w1, •.
• , wn} the canonical base of *(F; R). PROPOSITION 1.2. Let F, G be formal groups over R and So HomR (F, G). I f 7i E 5*(G ; R), then cp*(rl) C*(F ; R) m PROOF. Write i = c~i(x')dxZ where m is the dimension of G.
1.3. We now study invariant differential forms on a commutative formal group. PROPOSITION 1.3. Let F be a commutative formal group over R. Then every differential in f (F; R) is closed.
PROOF. Let coi = cbi;(x)dx~ (1 <_ i <_ n) be the canonical base of *(F; R). j=1 We shall prove dwi = 0 for 1 < i < n. First dwi is a right invariant 2-form,
relative to zl and putting z =0, we get
cbk j(0) = Ok j and (a/axk)Fi(0, 0) = 01k.
Hence, by the commutativity of F we get
the coefficients of dx1 n dxj in dw1 have no constant term. So we have only to prove that, if r~ = Z~ 2ti j(x)dx1 n dxj is right invariant on F and Ati j(0) = 0 for all 1 < i < j <_ n, must be equal to 0. An easy computation shows that T*( i)=i is equivalent to
for 1 < k < l _< n. Since the matrix ((a/axj)F1(0, t)) is regular, this shows in fact Al j(0) = 0 for all i < j Ai j(t) = 0 for all i <j. We now consider the case where R is a Q-algebra.
In this case every power series in R [[x] ] is termwise integrable with respect to xi. The following lemma is essentially well-known in elementary analysis and the proof is easy. LEMMA 1.4. If R is a Q-algebra, a closed differential in *(A; R) is exact.
The following theorem, mentioned in [10] , was also proved in [7] in a slightly different manner. THEOREM 1. Let F be an n-dimensional commutative formal group over a Q-algebra R and let co=t(w1, , con) be the canonical base of *(F; R). Then there exists a unique element f of R [[x] ]o such that co = df. This f satisfies f(x)=x mod deg 2 and F(x, y)=f-1(f(x)+f(y)) .
In particular F(x, y) x+y over R.
PROOF. The existence of f follows from Proposition 1.3 and Lemma 1.4. The uniqueness follows from the fact that d~o =0 for cc ER [[x] ], if and only if cc is a constant.
Since cb,(0) = we have f (x) -x mod deg 2. Now, df (x) being right invariant, we have
and putting x = 0 we get g(t)=f(t) Thus we have
This completes the proof of our theorem.
1.4. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic 0 and K its fraction field. LEMMA 1.5. Let x = t(x1, ... , xn) and y = t(y1, ... , yn) be sets of n variables. Hence by Lemma 1.5 there is an m x n matrix C over K such that (g o ~oo f -1)(x) = Cx. This implies c(x) =g-1(Cf(x)) . As cp(x) = Cx mod deg 2, C is a matrix with elements in R. PROPOSITION 1.6. Let F, f, G, g be as above. Every element c of HomR (F, G) has the form g-1 o (Cf ), where C is an m X n matrix over R. Conversely, C being an mX n matrix over R, g-10 (Cf) HomR (F, G), if and only if g-1 o (Cf ) has coefficients in R. The map cm-C yields an isomorphism of HomR (F, G) into the module of mXn matrices over R. If F = G in particular, this map is a ring isomorphism o f EndR F into M(R).
PROOF. The first assertion has already been proved. The second follows from
The rests follow from the definitions. § 2. Formal groups over a -adic integer ring.
Throughout the rest of this paper we exclusively deal with commutative formal groups. By a formal group we always mean a commutative one.
Let K be a discrete valuation field of characteristic 0 and let o and be the ring of integers in K and the maximal ideal of o, respectively. We assume that the residue class field k = o/~ is of characteristic p > 0. Consider the following condition on K :
(F) There are an endomorphism a of K and a power q of p such that a~ aq mod for any a o .
We note f = ~, since a sends a unit of o to o and p6 = p. In this section we study formal groups over o, when K satisfies (F). We do not assume the completeness of K.
Let Ko be a finite extension of the p-adic number field Qp and let q be the cardinal of its residue field. Then it is well-known that an unramified extension of Ko (of finite or infinite degree) or its completion satisfies (F) with a Frobenius a.
Let KCC[T]
] be the non-commutative power series ring on T with the multiplication rule: Ta = a6T for a E K. We denote by m,n (resp. L ) the module consisting of all m X n matrices over K6 [[T ] 
] (resp, o6[[T ]]).
Let x = t(x1, ... , xn) be a set of n variables. 
L=0
This is well-defined, since f (x) has no constant term. If v = DvTU is in 3k,t, =o we have
From now on we fix a prime element ir of o. LEMMA 2.1. For any rational integers v >_ 0, a >_ 1 and m>_ 1 we have
In particular we have m-1(X+pY)m m-1X m mod pZp for m>_1. 1. This is Lemma 4 of [10] . As the proof is elementary and easy, we omit it here.
We write 9n (resp. fin) for n ,n (resp. 3n,rn). DEFINITION. An element u of L is said to be special, if u . irln mod deg 1. Let P be an invertible matrix in M(o) and let u be a special element of L.
is said to be of type (P; u), if f satisfies the following two conditions:
If f is of type (In; u), we shall simply say that f is of type u.
Let u E ~Cn be special and put w = u-11r(E fin). Then, i being the identity function,
This implies that (u-1?r) * i is of type u.
LEMMA 2.2. Let u E n be special and put u-1'r = In+ BLTv. Then we This implies rc By Mn(o), since r°' is also a prime element of o. 2.2. The following two lemmas play crucial roles in our further investigation and will be used repeatedly. LEMMA 2.3. Let f e K [[x] ]o be of type (P; u) and let v be an element of ')i . Let ~b be an element of
x' being a finite set of variables. If the coefficients (of components) o f co, o f terms o f (total) degree < r--1, belong to o for some r>_ 2, we have we get (2.4) by Lemma 2.1 and by the fact cb(0) =0. This completes the proof of (2.4). Thus we get from (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4)
Put h-1 of= cp or f = ho co. The first-degree coefficients of cc are in o. Assume that the coefficients of cc, of (total) degree < r-1, are integers for some r >_ 2. By Lemma 2.3 for f = h we have 7rcp = (u * h) o cc u * (h o cc) mod deg (r+1) , mod e =u*f.0 modp.
This implies that the r-th degree coefficients of cc are also integers. This completes our proof by induction. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3. We have only to prove the first assertion. Notations being as above,
Since fi(x); Px mod deg 2, we have This completes the proof of our lemma.
2.3. The results of 2.2 first allow us to construct certain formal groups over o. THEOREM 2. Assume K satisfies (F). Let P be an invertible matrix in M7f o) and let u be a special element of 91
]o be o f type (Q; u) for an invertible matrix Q and put G(x, y) =g-1(g(x)+g(y)).
Then we have GNF over o. I f P = Q in particular, we have G N F over o.
PROOF. Form h = (u-12r) * i and H(x, y) = h-1(h(x)+h(y)). It is clear that T. HONDA H(x, y) ` x+ y mod deg 2 .
Assume that the coefficients of H, of terms of degree < r-1, are integers for some r >_ 2. By Lemma 2.3 we have
This implies that the r-th degree coefficients of H are also integers. This
All the assertions of our theorem follow from this and from Lemma 2.4, because F= cp-1 o Ho cc if f = h o cp.
As for examples, see § 5. PROPOSITION 2.5. Let P be an invertible matrix in M(o) and let u be a special element ofn.
Then which implies vu-1= (vu-lic)sr-1 E ~Xm ,n. This completes our proof.
2.4. We now study homomorphisms of formal groups constructed in Theorem 2. Mm,n(o) denotes the module of all the m x n matrices with elements in o.
THEOREM 3. Assume K satisfies (F). Let u 9L and v -m be special and •. , an, say a1 and a2, are not equal to 0, the coefficient of x i 1y2 2 ... yn n on the left side of (3.1) is as and no term of this form appears on the right.
Hence we have as P for such a. If a = rsti, we have a«{(xi+y2)r-xz -yz } . 0 mod 1 from (3.1). Then our assertion is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1. PROPOSITION 3.3. Let F be an n-dimensional formal group over o and let f be its transformer. Then there exists a special element u ofZn such that f is of type u. Therefore we can choose A1, A2 ... successively and uniquely so that the coefficients of the Tv in to have all their elements in M. Our assertion follows from this and from Theorem 4.
3.3. As for the classification of (strong) isomorphism classes of n-dimensional groups over o, it is preferable to construct a module space over o. In the following we will perform it in case n =1 and o is complete.
The following lemma is a slight modification of Lemma 2.1 of [16] . LEMMA 3.4. In addition to the condition (F1), suppose that o is complete. (3.9) is satisfied by {by1~ ; t1} with i =1. Suppose that we have already found {b ?' ; t~} for 1 < j < i satisfying (3.9). We try to determine byz+1) = by)+ ptidyz) (1 < v < h) and t~;1= t1+p ivy so that As wi has no constant term, we can choose , d h' o so that the right hand side of (3.11) has no term of degree < h. Hence we can find a series v1 od [[T ] ], without constant term and satisfying (3.11). By induction this proves the existence of { byP ; t1} for all i. Put t = lim t1 and by =1im bfor 1 <_ v < h. Then {by ; t} satisfy the requirement of our lemma. Let F be a 1-dimensional formal group over o. We shall say that F is of height h if the reduction of F modulo is of height h (cf.
[11]). PROPOSITION 3.5. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field satisfying (F1). The strong isomorphism classes of 1-dimensional formal groups over o, of height h (1 <_ h < oo), correspond bijectively to the special elements of the form Since bh is a unit, it follows from (3.12) that av p for v >_ _ 1. Hence we get av p2 for v >_ 1 again by (3.12). Repeating the same argument we see ay c p~. for every v >_ 1 and for every i >_ 1. This implies av = 0 for v >_ 1, and t=ao=c. Our proposition follows from this, from Theorem 3 and from Theorem 4. In the above proof we proved that vc = to implied t = c. Thereby we did not use the fact that c (resp. t) is a unit. Therefore we get by Theorem 3 ; PROPOSITION 3.6. Let u, v be as in Proposition 3.5 and let F, G be formal ) i. e. c1'1= F(Sb2, rA) that 1" ~2 mod p.
4.2. We now study a certain type of homomorphisms of F* to G* for formal groups F, G over o.
THEOREM 5. Suppose K satisfies (F). Let F and G be formal groups over o, of dimension n and m and with transformers f and g, respectively. Suppose that f (resp. g) is of type u (resp. of type v) for special elements u 2I,, and (iii) Let h be of type v' for a special element v' s~I1. I f ~o = hY1 o (w' *g) has integral coefficients for w' E S1Zl ,m, then cpwr o co = PROOF. In order to prove (i) we may assume g = (v-1 r) * i. Suppose there is t S( such that vw = tu. Clearly the first-degree coefficients of cc are integers.
Assume for r>_ 2 that the i-th degree coefficients of cc are integers for i _< r-l.
By 
COROLLARY. Put E=o~[[T]].
The submodule of Homk (F*, G*), consisting of homomorphisms o f the form cow (w is canonically isomorphic to the module of all right E-homomorphisms of En/uEn into Em/vEm. In particular the subring of Endk F*, consisting of homomorphisms of the form (f -1 o(w* f ))* (w SZn), is canonically isomorphic to the right E-endomorphism ring of En/uEn. PROOF. If to=vw, then t (uEn) = vwEn C vEm .
Thus t induces a right E-homomorphism ~~ of E9uET into Em/vEm. Conversely, as is easily verified, every right E-homomorphism of En/uEn into Em/vEm is of the form ~t with t S2Im,n such that to vgllm,n. We will show that cow=0 if and only if ciit=0: cow=0 ~g-lo(w*f)-0mod~ = w*f=0mod
(by Lemma 4.2) w v S1lm,nu (by Proposition 2.6) to vs~Cm,nu t E v~rm,n tEn C vEm ~t =0. This implies that co and ~t correspond bi jectively. The second assertion follows from this and from Theorem 5, (iii).
4.3. If K satisfies (F1), every element of Homk (F*, G*) is of the form cow with w ~9Cm ,n. To prove it we need the following lemma. Thus we have cpw = ~o* = cP*, which was to be proved. 4.4. Now we will show that, if K satisfies (F1), any formal group over k is obtained by reducing a formal group over o.
The following lemma is due to [12] . LEMMA 4.4. Let R be a commutative ring and let X = (X1, ... , X,) and Y= (Y1, ••• , Yn) be systems of n variables.
Suppose that a form 4(X, Y) of degree r in R[X, Y] is a commutative 2-cocycle, i. e.
Then, if r is not a power of a prime number, 4 is a 2-coboundary, i. e. there is a form V(X) of degree r such that
4(X, Y) = F(X)-h(X+Y)+r(Y) .
If r is a power of a prime, 4 is cohomologous to a linear combination of Ar(Xi, Yi) (1 < i <_ n) with coefficients in R. PROOF. In case n =1 this is Lemma 3 of Then F(x, y) = f-1(f (x)+ f (y)) is a formal group over o. We will prove that we can choose the coefficients of cP and C1, C2, ... successively so that F * = F*. Suppose that we have already chosen the i-th degree coefficients of cc for i < r--1 and the Cv for py < r so that (4.11) F * = F* mod deg r .
Letting the other coefficients of cp be equal to 0 and the Cv for pv >_ r be equal to 0-matrix for example, form g = ((pu-1) * i) o cp and G(x, y) = g-1(g(x)+g(y)). Then G is a formal group over o and we have (4.12) G* -F* mod deg r.
It follows from (4.12) and from the associative law of formal group that the r-th degree homogeneous part d of G*--F* is a commutative 2-cocycle in k (y)). Since h -g-cb mod deg (r+1), we get 
Put H(x, y) = h-1(h(x)+h(y)). Then we get from (4.15) Thus we have been able to replace r by r+1 in (4.11) in this case too. This proves the existence of u and cp satisfying F* = F*. When K satisfies (F1), all the formal groups over k are obtained from special elements by Theorem 7 and homomorphisms of these groups are described in Theorem 6 and its corollary.
In case where o is the ring of Witt vectors over a perfect field k' of characteristic p > 0, these results are nothing other than the main results of Dieudonne [4] . Using these results Dieudonne If (m, n) =1 and k is algebraically closed, Endk H* is isomorphic to the (unique) maximal order in the central division algebra of rank (m+n)2 over Qp, and invariant n/(m+n) ([5], p. 129--130) . Since Q(w) is the unramified extension of degree m+n of Qp and T * i is clearly a prime element in Endk H*, (5.1) implies ,E = Endk H* when (m, n) =1.
5.3. The Lubin-Tate group (n =1). Suppose K satisfies (F) of § 2. For a n, a 0, ua, _ r-aa-1T is a special element.
Put fa = ((ua1?r) * i ). An easy computation shows
By Theorem 2, Fa(x, y) = f a 1(f a(x)+ fa(y)) is a formal group over o. Since aua u1a, f j 1(a fa(x)) has integral coefficients by Theorem 3. When 2rc = it and a =1, Fa coincides with the group constructed in [ We have already studied (a) and (b) in [10] . We note that we can remove the assumption on S in [10], Theorem 5: THEOREM 9. Let C be a 1-dimensional abelian variety over Q and let F be a formal minimal model for C over Z (cf. [10] ). Let L(s) be the p-factor of the L function of C and put L8(s) = f L(s) for any set S of prime numbers. It would be interesting to see that our results yield a simple proof of a special case of the main result of Eichler [6] and Shimura [18] . Let j (z) be the elliptic modular function and put L = Q(j(z), j(Nz)) for N>_ 2. Then L is a field of algebraic function over Q and LC is the field of automorphic functions with respect to the subgroup F0(N) of SL (2, Z). We shall consider the case where the genus of L is equal to 1. Let C be a complete non-singular model for L over Q. Since j(z) has q-expansion
with coefficients in Z where q = exp (27r~/-1 z), the infinite point z = i oo corresponds to a rational point 3 on C and C can be considered an abelian variety over Q, with the origin ~3. Expanding the group law of C by means of the local parameter j(z)1 at 3, we get a formal group F over Q. By the theory of reduction there exists a finite set S' of prime numbers such that for p S' the reduction Cp of C mod p is non-singular and j(z)1 is a local parameter at the origin of Cp. Then, for p S' F has p-integral coefficients and the p- 
REMARK. By considering
Neron's minimal model for L, we can prove that the p-factor of the Hecke Dirichlet series coincides with that of the zeta function of L, assuming only that j(z)1 is a local parameter at the origin of Cp. See [10] as for the case Cp is singular.
In view of the conjecture of Weil it is plausible that F is a formal minimal model for C.
6.3. We now deal with (c). We use the terminology, notations and results of Shimura [19] . Let 1i be an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q and let o be a maximal order in cD. For a natural number N prime to the discriminant of D, T N denotes the group consisting of units r in a such that N(1) =1 and r ;1 mod No. TN is a discontinuous group operating on the upper half plane. Let ~N be the field of automorphic functions relative to I'N and let n be its genus. Take 3N, N and JN as in [19] . £N is a function field over Q such that ANC = ~N' ~N is its complete non-singular model and JN is a Jacobian of Now let t = {tl, ... , t,} be a system of local parameters (~ Q(JN)) at the origin of JN. Expanding the group law of JN into power series relative to t, we get an n-dimensional formal group F over Q. We shall call this formal group a formal model for JN. (A formal model is also obtained from the texpansion of a base of ~o(JN), defined over Q). By the theory of reduction ([20] , Chapter III) there is a finite set S3 of prime numbers such that for p S3:
(i) t is a system of local parameters at the origin of JN = the reduction of JN mod p.
(ii) The differentials ~1, ... , i'n have good reductions mod p and yield a N base of ~o(JN)• Assume P Sl U S2 U 53. Then F has coefficients in Zp and an endomorphism of of JN, corresponding to some FN aIN, induces an endomorphism of F over Zp. Let f be the transformer of F and let f -' o (C() f) (C() Mn(Zp)) denote this endomorphism of F. Since' is also defined over Q, it induces the endomorphism f -1 o (C(') f) of F over Zp. Now it follows from (6.12) that p -?t p 7t and then Osaka University
